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LBXIKON
DBR
CHRISTUCHBN There is even an index of Bible passases,
KIRCHBN UND SBKTBN UNTBR while the indexes of persons, names, and
BBROCKSICHTIGUNG
DBR
MIS- subjects total 72 pases. Griindler has sought
SIONSGBSBLLSCHAPTBN
UND conscientiously to be meticulously objective,
ZWISCHBNKIRCHLICHBN ORGANI- fair, and accurate; the occasional tendentious
SATIONBN. By Johannes Griindler. oversimplifications and traditional misinterNew York: Herder Book Center (Vienna: pretations that betray the author's baclcground
Herder), 1961. xv, 1378, 221 pases; do not seriously impair for the informed
2 volumes. Cloth. $28.'.50 the set.
student the usefulness of this amazing diFor a German-reading student of inter- rectory. It is to be hoped that provision is
national comparative symbolics, ecumenics, being made for its periodic revision.
ARTHUR CARL PIBPKORN
and/or missiology, this work is unquestionably the handiest and most comprehensive
directory available. Griindler, an Ausuian SAINT ANSBLM AND HIS BIOGRARoman Catholic lay scholar, proposes to
PHER. By R. W. Southern. New York:
Cambridge Univenity Press, 1963. xvi
furnish a "survey of the genesis, state and
and 389 pages. Ooth. $9,'.50.
decline of the Christian churches, sectS, missionary societies and interdenominational
As the title indicates, this is really two
organizations throughout the entire world." books in one: a study of the theolo&Y and
The 2,659 articles following the section on episcopate of Anselm, plus an account of
Roman Catholicism are alphabetically ar- the environment and works of Eadmer. Obranged by the group's own title in its own viously a work of love by Southern, who is
language ( except that Griindler uses German Chichele Professor of Modern History at
in the case of ancient seas and international Ox:ford University, this book successfully
bodies and movements with a German ele- combines these two elements to develop a
ment and, in general, a European language study of Anglo-Norman monastic life befor "younger churches.") Each article offen tween 10'.59 and 1130 at two levels, that of
the best current address of the group's head- speculative genius in Anselm and that of
quarters, a brief summary of its history, doc- a more commonplace observer in Eadmer.
trine, and polity, and a listing of the interThe fint part is well organized and indenominational organizations in which it terestingly told. Anselm is set in the contest
holds membership. (''Unknown" is neces- of the reforms of Gregory VII and the applisarily a frequent entry in the case of many cation of logic to the earlier results of theosmall or noncooperative bodies.) The mere logical discussion. Southera paints Anselm
listing of Griindler's collaboraton runs to as an ineffective misfit as archbishop, an
just under four pages! The c:ross-indn:ingcompromise,
idealist unwilling to
and yet at
is undertaken with typical Teutonic ingenuity times quite pragmatic. almost to the point
and thoroughness. His statistical compila- of opportunism.
The second part discusses
theological
the
tions run to 120 pages, his "conspeaus"
to 16 pages, his bibliography to 6.
and historical works of Eadmer, especially his
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contributions to the development of Marian
culms, his views on English history, and his
life of Anselm.
Southem does not set out to tell us anything new about the work of his two subjects, and yet he succeeds in givins many
welcome insishts into their varied aaivities.

t

WALTBR. W. OETTING

t

BUSBBIUS OP CABSARBA. By D. S. Wallace-Hadrill. Westminster: Canterbury
Press, 1963. 224 pages. Cloth. No price
given.
There is unfortunately much misinformation abroad about Eusebius. The research
that bas accumulated in monographs and
journal articles is relatively unknown. Hence
this book is very important, because it brings
together so much scholarly research into
a single, lucid, and manageable English
volume.
After a survey of Eusebius' life, including
an extensive annotated chronology of his
writings (Wallace-Hadrill revises the schedules of Lawlor somewhat and takes issue
with l.aqueur's estimate of Eusebius u a historian), Eusebius is analyzed as a student of
the Bible. His interest in listing the books
known u "Scripture" according to the place
they held in the churches bas had a profound
influence. Although Eusebius wu an admirer of Origen, he did not hesitate to depart
from Origen's extensive use of allegory.
Eusebius wu oriented more toward what bas
come to be known u the Antiocheae school.
Wallace-Hadrill shows that, unlike Origen,
Eusebius wu not familiar with philosophy
beyond Plato and Plutarch, his admiration
for whom has numerous earlier and later
Christian pan.llels.
Eusebius' role in the Christological debates
of his day has been clouded by party polemics. He wu not a semi-Arian, nor oUSht
he be confused with Eusebius of Nico.media.
His subordination of the Logos to the Father
results from his association with DioQJlius
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of Alexandria, and his reluctance to use the
term ho11zoousios stems from his fear of
modalism. Neither results from sympathies
with Arius, as is indicated by his unwillingness to use the Arian "created by" for the
accepted "begotten from." Wallace-Hadrill
could be more assertive on this point. Passage after passage in the Bcelttsi1111iul Hislor,
and in the Praise of Co11slan1int1 make Athanasius' heated polemic of "semi-Arian"
against him most questionable. It must be
admitted, however, that Eusebius' thought
seems confused, perhaps because he was not
really interested intellectually in the Christological debates of his day. His aptitudes
lay elsewhere. In any case Wallace-Hadrill
summarizes here the more recent reassessment
of Eusebius. He was theologian as well u
historian, whose contributions to the theology
of the church need to be acknowledged.
The final chapter, where the author analyzes Eusebius' theology of history, was the
most interesting to this reviewer. Eusebius
saw history itself as the field of God's revelatory activity, including divine acts such u
the destruction of Jerusalem and especially
the reign of Constantine in Eusebius' own
day. Eusebius' understanding of salvation
history is still worthy of smdy.
It is a good book. The bibliography is
excellent. We should all note that it was
written by a parish pastor.

t

WALTER W. OETTING

t

A SYSTBAfATIC THBOLOGY OP THB
CHRISTIAN RBUGION. Vol. IL By
James Oliver Buswell. Grand Rapids:
Zondervan Publishing House, c. 1963.
600 pages. Ootb. $6.95.
Like Vol. I, .reviewed in this journal,
XXXIV (July 1963), 432, Buswell'• second
volume pays due respect to the Saaed Scriptures, but the author's principles of interpretation guide him into the orbit of Calvinism, not of Lutheranism, even though he does
not always find himself in full agreement
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with either Calvin or his immediate follow- and of the parish sermon. While apparently
ers. The present volume is devoted to a studyeschatology.
the concession is granted that the preaching
soteriology
ot
and
Buswell's of the Gospel confers grace, at least toward
Calvinistic convictions are panicularly evi- activity ( the concept ascribed to Cardinal
dent in the doariaes of the Person of Jesus Bea on p. SS), in general the objectives of
Christ, the atonement, and of the church preaching are kept indissolubly related to
and the sacraments. About one fifth of the the Eucharist. RICHARD R. CAEMMERER
book presents the author's interpretation of
the eschatology of Revelation. It is obvious THB WARHAAf GUILD HANDBOOK:
that he strongly believes ia a future millenHistoriul '"'" D•1eripti11• Not•s o•
nium. The reader may conclude that the
"Orn11mn111 of th• ChMreh 11nd of th•
author's principles of interpretation should
Af.inisltm Th•r•of." By T. W. Squires.
have brought him to another conclusion. The
Second, revised edition. London: A. R.
laws of hermeneutics do not change, but their
Mowbray and Co., 1963. 142 pages, plus
application may vary. To whatever extent
47 full-page plates. $3.00.
the reader may disagree with the author's
In 1912 Percy Dearmer, the author of Th•
application, he will nevertheless find this Parson's H11ndbool,1 founded the Warbam
two-volume work of systematic theology de- Guild ( named after the last Primate of All
serving of his time and study.
England before the English Reformation)
to give practical expression to his enthusiLBWJS W. SPITZ
asm for the Old English tradition of SalisDIE PRBDIGT. By Anselm Gunther. Frei- bury ia contrast to the Romanizing aJfeaioa
burg: Verlag Herder, 1963. 274 pages for the Baroque that marked one wing of the
plus indexes of names and concepts. Cloth. Oxford Movement almost from the beginDM 2:5.80.
ning. Two decades later the first edition of
The author, a former parish priest turned the present work came out-a handsomely
teacher of homiletics, prepares this rextbook illustrated encyclopedia of church furnishwith the special concern of articulating theo- ings. During the last seaeratioa, even the
logical and practical ingredients of the Church of England has happily begun to
preaching process. The style is crisp and un- emancipate itself from the dead hand of the
pretentious. The literature cited is almost Victorian Gothic revival, and the illustrations
exclusively Roman Catholic, with the excep- of the new edition sparkle with a fine motion of a quotation from E. Stanley Jones dernity. The first edition of the H11ndbool,
and from Thielicke's BneoM,rt,r wilh SfJMr- proved to be of considerable use to LutherChief concern is given preaching in ans, since the liturgical tradition of those
the Sunday Mass, although there are brief parts of Europe that subsequently became
discussions of children's and mission ser- Lutheran was much closer to Sa.rum than it
mons. In the practical discussions the author was to the southern European tradition which
quotes repeatedly from Voius from th• P•w swamped Roman Catholicism in the wake
and from a French author writing under the of Treat. Used with due care - since the
pseudonym "Silens" over the tide 'The Ser- Luthema and the English tradition are after
mon from the Point of View of the Listener," all not identical - this revised and expanded
a pungent observer indeed of Roman Catholic edition will be even more valuable to clergypreaching. The theological section of the men, architects, and altar guilds in the
Church of the Augsburg Confession.
book tries manfully
present
to
variant points
AB.THU1l CARL PIBPKOBN
of view concerning the meaning of preaching

g•o•.
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Af.YSTBRIOUS RBVBLA.TION: AN BXOP THB PHILOSOPHY
OP ST. MARK'S GOSPBL. By T. A. Burkill Ithaca, N. Y.: Cornell University
Press, 1963. xii and 337 pases. Ooth.
$6.50.
Burkill is on the right rrack in this most
recent major commentary on Sr. Mark's Gospel, but he fails to find his quarry. He builds
the entire commentary around the "messianic
secrecy motif," and this is an excellent approach. But his final definition of the Messianic secret amounts ro no more than this:
Jesus Christ had to suffer, to be humiliated,
to die, before the secret of His Messiahship
could be revealed or understood. There is
no reference in the entire work to the vicarious nature of His suffering and death or to
man's problem of sin.
In general, Burkill eschews most formaitical positions on the origin of the texr,
believing that it gives an accurate historical
account of Jesus' life and thought and shows
little inJluence of the "aeative activity" of
the early church.
Gnmmatical details are kept to a minimum, but many helpful references to other
New Testament passages abound. Regretfully, this reviewer can suggest the use of
this commentary only after Cranfield, Taylor,
Sc:lmiewind, Sw~, and so on, have been
exhausted.
HBRBBRT T. MAYER

Af.lNATION

secularized, the church continues to wield
a deep influence wherever there are men
who are committed to it. It is the editors'
contention that Christianity is today a worldwide force, and that it is molding human life.
The purpose of this volume is to say
something definite about the prospec:tS of
Christianity in the world. Sixteen essays
have been written by outstanding Christian
leaders in the particular regions where they
work. These essays have been dedicated to
Henry Pitney Van Dusen. Among the
themes stressed arc the rivals of Christianity,
the impact of orhcr religions upon Chrisrianiry, and rhe attitude of the Chrisrian
church to other world religions. Among the
contributors are Daniel Jenkins, writing for
Great Britain, Stephen Neill for Western
Europe, Charles Malik for the Near East,
1'ruman Douglass for North America, and
David Moses for India. This book offers
a reliable account and analysis of the trends,
the prospects of growth, and the danger signals that appear ahead for the Christian
church in every part of the globe.
DBLWJN BYRON SCHNEIDER

PHARISAISAf. AND JBSUS. By Samuel
Umcn. New York: Philosophical Library,
1963. 145 pages. Cloth. $3.75.
Umen attempts to contribute to the growing area of understanding developing between Christian and Jew. The book is not
THB PROSPEcrs OP CHRISTIANITY scholarly and is not intended to be. Though
THROUGHOUT THB WORLD. Edited well-intentioned, the book is marked by sevby M. Searles Bates and Wilhelm Pauck. eral serious faults. For example, the author
New York: Charles Saibner's Sons, 1964. maintains that Pharisaism is the essential
286 pages. Ooth. $4.95.
spirit of Judaism and thus attempts his own
The Christian church, Greek philosophy, definition of the term "Pharisaism." His
and Roman law have determined the devel- illuscratiom of Pharisaic thought are careopment of Western civilization from the fully selected and obscure the complexity
begiDDiog. The various elements constituting of Pharisaic legalism. There is no penetrathave been held together by ing discussion of either love or grace in his
ivilization this
the spiritual power of the Christian religion. work. Umen fails to grasp the essential naDespia: the fact that today the Western brand ture of Jesus' preaching and is content to
of Christianity is becomiq more and more interpret the words of Matthew 5: 17 in a
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very limited way as indicatins that at no
time during His short life "did Jesus dream
of forsakins his people, or the God of his
Fathers, and start a new religion" (p. 110).
The book also suffers from a well-meant attempt to cover too vast an area. Thus Umen
devotes a chapter to the canonical apocrypha
and to the psc:udepigrapha and another chapter to the Qumran community, although
neither makes a significant conuibution to
his cenud thesis. Umen quotes Hyman G.
Enlow in words which capsule his own purpose: "On the one hand, [researches into
Judaism] have caused Christian scholars to
revise somewhat the ancient conventional
interpretation of the Jewish contemporaries
of Jesus, particularly the much maligned
Scribes and Pharisees. On the other hand,
it has made it possible for the Christian
believer to listen ro a Jew's appraisal of Jesus
and to ueat it with respect and without fear
of the Jew's eternal damnation." Of particular significance is Umen's own sa,.tement on
page 141: "Jews do not regard Jesus as one
who renounced Judaism or as the innovator
of Christianity. They view him as a devout
Jew." Here is a very important point of
contaa for the Christian as he speaks to his
Jewish neighbor of the newness that Jesus
brought.
HnR.BBR.T T. MAYBR.
JUAN IN THB NBW TBSTAMENT. By
Werner Georg KiimmeL Translated by
John J. Vincent. Revised edition. Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1963. Cloth.
100 pages. $2.95.
anthropologies
shall
ye
know
"By their
them," might well be su,uested as a shibboleth by which to test present-day theologians. Too frequently the theologian arrives at a 20th-century view first and then
forces the Biblical materials to fit his optimistic or existentialist opinion. Kiimmel
confines himself to the Biblical data and
reaches the conclusion that man, includins
t,,,n,,,,. as well u s-,,e, mods derelict befote

181

his Creator apart from Jesus Christ. "His
sin does not have root in his natural bodily
existence. Rather, man is essentially a .,,;,:,
[sic], whose whole being stands over against
God and is therefore ripe for His final judgment." (P.83)
Kiimmel agrees with the fathers of the
early centuries in refusing to believe that the
Bible teaches that a damning guilt is passed
on from Adam to every man in the act of
conception. In some general way, man shares
in Adam's sin, but it is 0111:, his own transgressions which damn him. Kiimmel still
holds to the view that Romans 7:14 ff. is
a description of the non-Christian man, a
view he had developed in sreater detail in
a previous work, Rihner 7 '"'" tJ;. B•i•m•6
d, s Pa11l11s (1920). This reviewer is not
convinced by his argumentation here.
References to articles and books abound
on every page. While the text is die a.me
as the German edition, the footnotes have
been considerably expanded and altered. We
commend chis book to the parish pastor u
an excellent one-night review of a Biblical
anthropoloBY which should profitably affea
every future sermon.
HBRBBR.T T. MAYER
THB CHURCH AND PAITH IN MIDAMBRICA. By Victor Obenhaus. Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1963.
174 pases. Cloth. $3.75.
This is a sociological analysis of the role
of the church in the Com Belt. The auchor,
professor of Christian ethics at Chicqo Theological Seminary, based his study upon interconcerned
withindividuals. The
views
with 1,200
ii
the apparent irrelCftDCIC between what was happenins in the churches
and the key issues takins place in the broader
society. He set out to uk about the values
which are commonly held by Midwesternen.
Of particular concern to him was the extent
to which these values coincide with the values
inherent in the Christian faith
the and
imti-
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n1tion supporting and promoting that faith.
The book discusses in some detail church

participation, Biblical understanding, theological foundations, church members and
public decisions, the role of the ministry,
and denominational influence on ps)•chological characteristicL The conclusions are
sobering. As other community studies have
demonstrated, the denominations are important in Midwestern United
MostStatCL
church people, however, still operate on a
relatively low theological level. In most
cues cultural and social influences are of
much greater significance in their lives than
are the pronouncements of their churches.
It appears that the ministry has accommodated itself to the espeaations of the people.
They are faithful to the institutional church,
bur this faithfulness is "nor due primarily to
any persistent desire for a clarification of the
role of the individual by spiritual interpretation of society for the meaning of life
itself." (P.161)
DAVID S. SalULLBR.

number of believers. (The ancient Jew
would, however, not feel quite at home in
this group. The Christian view of God, the
author says, is not that of the stern God
of Ex. 19: 16-18).
In view of the conflicting convictions of
the people whom the author includes in the
Christian family, it is obvious that the terms
"oneness" and "believers" must be more precisely defined. (Ir should be stared that
Jackson is fully aware of the difficulty involved in any effort to realize the empirical
oneness of the many.)
Inasmuch as God is not only the God of
love bur also a God of justice, the Atonement and saving faith in it deserve much
more consideration than the author is prepared to give.
LBWIS W. SPITZ

THB POPBS AT AVIGNON 1305-1378.
By G. Mollar. New York: Thomas Nelson
and Sons, 1963. xxii and 361 pages.
Cloth. $9.25.

THB LA WYBRS OP THB LAST CAPEMANY BUT ONB: THB BCUMBNICS OP
TIANS. By Franklin J. PeguCL PrinceCHARITY. By J. H. Jackson. New York:
ton: Princeton University Press, 1962.
Sheed and Ward, c. 1964. 211 pageL pages.
256
Cloth. $6.00.
Cloth. $4.50.
Both of these volumes dealing with the
In his concluding chapter Jackson says: 14th century have the distinction of empha'There are many denominations of Chris- sizing the French sources of information.
tians with various traditions, languages. and Pegues uses especially French chancery regismethods of interpretation. However, run- ters to outline more clearly the somewhat
ning through all of these is an inescapable shadowy careers of the jurists behind Philip
oneness that seems to make all believers kin." IV and Louis X. The author successfully
In a sense this is true. Bur among the people accomplishes his limited purpose of making
whom Jacbon associates in the ecumenia of these figures less nebulouL While the book
charity are men who are poles apart in their is essentially biographical, the political and
religious convictions, nor to mention their especially conciliar theories of the lawyers
philosophical presuppositions. For example, are outlined with greater certainty than is
the author includes the writer of the Book usually the cue. Pegues is a professor of
of Genesis (sic:), Alfred North Whitehead, history in Ohio State University.
Henry Nellon Wieman, John XXIII (whose
Mollat explicitly relies on the French
discoune on the oa:uion of the opening of IOurCes rather than the generally quoted
give
(Petrarch)
a
the Second Vatican C.OUncil appears
in Ap- Italian sources
to
very
positive
pendix C), and Martin Luther. The presentanalysis of the papacy during
its
day Jewish people seem to be included in the French period. Mollat feels that the contri-
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Afo,s .,,;.,.,,., and the last entry in
coming
butions made by rhese popes have
been
diary, dated Mauody Thursday,
judged roo harshly because of an Italian
Teilhard's
bias. Translated by Janet Love from rhe 1955 - an outline for a meditation and
much revised ninth French edition, rhe srudy Teilhard's final credo. Readers will note a
is divided into rhree parts: ( 1) The ponrifi- basic consistency that the progress of the
cues of rhe seven popes involved; ( 2) the decades does not seriously modify. Special
relations of rhese popes with rhe monarchs interest attaches to the three unpublished
of Christendom; and ( 3 ) rhe growth of essays from 1949 and 1950, 'The Heart of
papal bureaucracy, especially finances, in rhis the Problem" (the problem being how "we
pre-Reformation period. This last section is may hope to procure a rapid and complete
most helpful. Mollat is honorary professor rebound in the religious and Christian evoluin the University of Strasbourg.
tion of mankind," p. 261), "On the Probable
Coming of an 'Ultra-Humanity' (Reflections
t WALTER W. 0BTTJNG t
of a Biologist)," and "How May We ConJOHN DOB, DISCIPLB. By Peter Marshall. ceive and Hope that Human Uoaoimisatioo
New York: McGraw Hill Book Co., Will Be Realized on Earth?" Denny had a
formidable task in making Gallic-minded
c. 1963. 222 pages. Cloth. $4.50.
This book consists of 12 topical sermons Tcilhard write relatively readable English;
desisned especially for young people. Morals, he has done it well.
Alln!Ull CARL PIBPXORN
temptation, courtship, prayer, freedom,
prayer, dedication, and death are meaningfully treated in Marshall's unique pictorial THB APOCRYPHA AND PSBUDBPIGRAPHA OP THB OW TBSTAMBNT
style. Introductions ro the sermons by CathIN BNGUSH. Vol I: At,oerJl)IN,; Vol
erine Marshall give interesting insights into
II: Pmulepigr11plN,. By R. H. Charles.
person and ministry. Although
Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1963. xii, 684;
the sermons are rhe words of a devoted
xiv, 871 pases. Cloth. $12.80 per volChrist-man, one wishes at rimes for more
ume.
ample statements of Law and Gospel. Nevertheless, it is a book well worth reading
First published in 1913, these two voland rereading by young and old, clergy and umes by an eminent authority on the interlaity.
LESTER E. ZEITLBR
resramenral period are once more amiable.
Recent developments in exegetical rheolo11
THB FUTURB OP AMN (L'AVBNIR DB continue to focus attention on the Apocrypha
L'HOMMB). By Pierre Teilhard de Char- and Pseudepisrapba included in these voldin, translated by Norman Denny. New umes. Users of scholarly texts and commenYork: Harper & Row, 1964. 319 pases. taries who have not had acceu to these
Cloth. $5.00.
out-of-print volumes will be able to check
This is a collection of oa:asional pic:ces references and the 'Validity of cooclusiom
from the pen of Teilhard, one of them dating offered. Thus Jude 6-7 is clearly uoderataodfrom 1920, tw0 from the late thirties, 15 able in the light of Eoocb 10 and Jubilees 5.
from the forties, four from the fifties-only The "wandering atan" of Jude 13 appear to
siz previously unpublished. To round out be an echo of Eoocb 18:14, 15. Rnmiaatioa
of Jude's depeodence on the Als••S,lio
the collection, the Preach editor
added
hu
brief section from Teilhard'a LIi fli• eo1- Mom (not only in v. 9!) will be inatructiff
mi,J11• ( 1916): a three-pqe extraet ( dating to the reader. Qumrao bu added much to
our knowledge of the intertatameatal period,
from 1924) to be published
forthin the
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and some supplement of these volumes
should be made. But "Charles" is still synonymous with "Between the Testaments."
The
Press, in conuast with the
reprint policies of some other publishers,
is oJfering these volumes at a compassionate
price, which definitely puts this set in "best
buy" category.
Fllm>BRJCX W. 0ANKBR

the Dutch Reformed tradition on both sides
of the Atlantic. Instead of a theory of common grace, the author operates with the usumption that art is worship. Althoush
wordy and subjective, his effort to indicate
the distinction between sacred and secular art,
in painting and music, is interestins; Christians should be srateful for the attempt.
RICHARD R. CADMMERER

CHRJS'I" lN THB WlWBRNBSS: THB
WlWBRNBSS THEJ\fB lN THB SBCOND GOSPBL if.ND ITS BASIS lN THB
BlBUC.t'f.L TR.t'f.DlTlON. By Ulrich
Mauser. Naperville, Ill.: Alec R. Allenson, 1963. 159 pases. Paper. $2.75.

TflB P.t'f.S'I"OR'S ll"IPB if.ND THB
CHURCH. By Dorothy Harrison Pearecost. Chicago: Moody Press, 1964. 316
pages. Cloth. $3.95.
As the author reminds us, there is little
written on this subject, and very little by
pastors' wives themselves. This book could
have been subtitled "How to 13c the Perfect
Wife in the Parsonage." Ir is probably a reJlectioa of the author's theological background that the description of parsonage life
in this book makes ir sound like a lot of
hard work and that nothing short of perfection will do. Yet the suggestions arc sensible
(with a few possible exceptions) and pastors'
wives-to-be will profit from getting this point
of view about their life-to-be in the par•
sonage.
KENNETH H. BRBIMDIBR

MOSBS lN THB POURTH GOSPBL. By
T. Francis Glasson. Naperville, Ill: Alec
R. Allenson, 1963. 115 pages. Paper.

$2.00.
A great deal of Old Teswnent and rabbinic lore is offered in these studies of Mark's
and John's gospels, Nos. 39 and 40 respectively of Sl•tl•s ;,, Bibliul TIHoloi:,. Mauser adduces a sreat deal of evidence to prove
that
of Mark's main concerns is to show
one
Jesus in constant conflict with the forces of
Satan u He plays the role of the true Israelire in the wilderness. Mountains and the
sea are thematically and structurally related
motif. Glasson
to the employs
more strenuous interpretive maneuvers in
his attempt to display what he considers
a generous dependence of John on Biblical
and ema-Biblical traditions involving Moses.
PllDBBICK

W.

DANXBR

.ti CHRJS'I"l.t'f.N CRlTlQUB OP if.RT. By
Calvin Seerveld. Hamilton, Ont.: Guardian Publishing Co. (St.Catharina, Ont.:
The Association for Reformed Scientific
Studies), 1963. 59 pqes. Paper. $1.00.
A JOWIB professor of philosophy herewith
publisbes three lectwes on the interlction of
Oiristianity and culture in art. The point
of view and the bulk of docwnentation is of

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol36/iss1/16

SCIBNCB, GOD, if.ND YOU. By Enno
Wolthuis. Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker
Book House, 1963. 121 pages. Cloth.

$2.50.
The disposition to dismiss the apologetic
effom of conservative Christians on the
grounds that orthodox Christianity cannot be
relevant to our modern scientific culture is
both mistaken and presumptuous. Apologetia is not a rigid discipline, like Newtonian physia, but it addresses itself from
one set of convictions to another set of
convictions, and, if there is agreement on
facts or data, these are interpreted differently.
This suuem the observation that the Christian apologist ought to be seen, first of all,
u a defender of the faith before the public.
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He function, both u witness and as lepl
counsel in a case. Secondly, the apologist may
function as advocate or prosecutor of a particular, specialized issue. The exceptional
requirements of such a case will reserve this
enterprise for a small group of unusually
competent people.
Wolthuis, professor of chemistry at Calvin
College, sets forth for high school and college youth hi■ "view of the way in which one
can profess the Christian faith and at the
same rime welcome and promote scientific
progress." He doe■ 10 with a Calvinistic
rheological allegiance. He has achieved his
object.
RICHARD KLANN

1s,

rant, Olivier Rabut and Georges Crcspy, the
Montpellier Reformed professor, among the
theologians, and Needham, G. G. Simpson,
and P. B. Medawar among the scientists.
ARlHUR CARL PJBPKOltN

INDl!PBNDBNT BIBLB STUDY, USING
THI! ANALYTICAL CHART AND THB
INDUCTIVE Ml!THOD. By Irving L
Jensen. Chicago: Moody Pres■, 1963. 188
pages, plus two Appendice■, Glossary, and
Bibliography. Ooth.
The author, professor of Bible and chairman of the Bible Department at Bryan
College, Dayron, Tennessee, here attempts "to
present the irul•'1i'II• ••lhotl of study u it
TBILHARD DB CHARDIN, SCIENTIST is applied in Bibi. ""4l1su, through the
AND SBBR. By Charles E. Raven. New graphic consuuction of an analytical chart."
York: Harper & Row, 1963. 221 pages. {Pp. 21 f.)
Ooth. S4.00.
Jensen emphasizes
importance
the
of the
Himself one of the most presug1ous recognition of the Biblical books as .,.;,s of
types
suuc:rures
British theologian■ of our own rime, Raven li1,m1111,e whose literaryand
brings exceptional personal qualifications
for an understanding
require careful analysi1
and a tremendous sympathy with his subject of the message of each writing. He make■
to this appreciation of the controversial valuable suggestion■ for a "pen-in-hand"
Jesuit paleontologist, philosopher, and manner of Bible ■rudy and illustrate■ the
mystic who died in 1955. The result is a usefulness of analytical charts by offering
highly readable and engaging account of diagram■ of three tests: Mark 1:1-13; 3:
7-19a; Rom. 8:26-39.
Teilhard'■ life and fortunes. A Lutheran
likely
theologian i■
to find the three last
The secondary literature deed in foomora
chapters panicularly illuminating: 'Teilhard and in the bibliography attest the author'■
and Sr. Paul" {"the resemblance between conservative position, as do the ■everal genTeilhard and the Apostle is obvious and eralizing potshots which he takes at the soindisputable," p. 163) ; 'Teilhard and the called "higher aitic■N (pp. 31, 69). Unforscholars were
Problem of Evil" (''We find him convinced Nnately two
that evil is no accident or regrettable mis- a bit slighced - certainly unintentionally.
take," p. 184) ; and "The Challenge of Teil- The reference on p. 36 is pre■umably to
hard's Cbns1iqfl.., {'The Chrisr-centredness Johannes Albrecht Benael (not "J. Albrecht
[of Teilhard's cosmic philosophy] far from Benge"). Again, note 39a, p. 107, should
being a concession to mystic emotion or to read "D. M,,n;. UIUJffs IV.,j., Kriliseh.
rheological tradition or to the collectivism G•s""'IUSK•,,.., nther than ''Martin Luther.
Wnj• Krilisd# Ga""'.UOSK•/J•."
of om age, i■ not only relevant formaand
This book presuppoll!I ooly 8D Bngli■b
tive
but primary and essential," p. 193). The
appendix on 'Teilhard and Hi■ Critics" con- ver■ioa u the basil of Biblical srudy and no
cenrrara on the views of Loui■ Cogner. Teil- previOIII introduction to the method of ezefellow-Jesuit
hard'■
Bosio, Claude Tresm.on- sefical reseuch. Por congregational Bible
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study groups this book will serve u a useful
Biblical
introduction and suide to
smdy.
JOHN H. ELLIOTl"
I.A.NDSCAPBS OP THI! BIBLE!. Edited by
John W. Doberstein. New York: Harper
and Row, 1963. 1:51 pages. Ooth.
$10.00.
In view of the rapid physical, not to speak:
of social, chanscs taking place in Bible lands,
this color documentary of landscapes, sites,
and monuments should be received with
special gratitude.placement
The
of Israel's
pictorial history between that of Phoenicia
and Esfpt skillfully accents the significant
role of God's ancient people in the power
play of antiquity. Frequent allusions to and
citations of Scripture help illuminate what
is already brilliant.
FllBDBlllCK. W. DANKER.

indispensable
inductive for persons who want to obtain more than a superficial understanding
of the First Amendment of the Constitution.
CAR.I. S. MBYBll
WHICH IS, BI!ING INTBRPRETI!D:
A DICTIONARY OP WORDS IN THI!
KING JAMI!S BIBLB. By George W.
Gaertner and Theo. Del.aney. Concordia
Publishing House: St. Louis, Mo., 1963.
Paperback. :57 pages. $1.:50.
Originally designed to meet the needs of
the deaf, this little booklet should find
11 l:irge circle of 11ppreci:ative readers among
users of the King Jmmcs Version who are
perplexed by its many obsolete expressions.
The book contains many more words than
are listed, c. g., in Bridges-Weigle, The Bible
Word Book, but necessarily with briefer
comment. "Behind," in the sense of "lacking" (Col. 1:24) and "masteries" in the
sense of "victory" ( 2 Tim. 2: :5 ) might also
have been included. The editors, it is apparent, have consulted the originals, but
11 second look 11t "Aha" in Is. 44: 16 would
reveal that it is not used in the sense of
hateful joy.
FllBDBlllCK. W. DANKER.

FIRST AMI!NDA1I!NT PRI!BDOM.S: SI!LI!CTED CASBS ON PRI!BDOM. OP
RBUGION, SPI!I!CH, PRBSS, ASSI!MBLY. By Milton R. Konvitz. Ithaca, N. Y.:
Cornell University Press, 1963. xvi and
933 pages. Ooth. $9.75.
Cases dealing with the meaning and scope
of the Bill of Rights have concentrated par- DIB ALTI! KIRCHI! UND DAS HEIL DI!S
STAA.TBS. By Hans Ulrich Instinsky.
tlc:ularly in the Supreme Court. Konvia
Munich:
Kosel-Verlag. 1963. 77 pages.
presents 68 cases from 19:50 to 1963; only
Paper.
DM
3.80.
19 from 1872 to 1949. Freedom of religion
The Mayence historian of the early cenis one of the great issues- releued time,
Bible reading in public schools, school turies of the Christian era in this book
prayers, religious test oaths, Sunday dosing brings bis scholarship and penetrating inlaws, the constitutional status of private or sights to the decree of Galerius (A. D. 311 ).
church-related schools. There are cases The passage which be treats in detail reads:
arising from the exercise of free speech. "According to this our gracious directive the
cmsorship, problems of loyalty and security, assemble,
Christians are to pray to their God for the
the ri&ht to
and similar questioDL welfare of the emperor, of the state, and
Pastors and religious leaders need to know for their own. so that the state in every
the lepl decisions in many of these in- respect mi&ht remain
goodin
condition and
•stanees. Konvitz's book: is auemely helpful
they mi&ht live securely in their dwellings."
in ics comprehensiveness, the introdUdOrf Galerius makes it mandatory for them to
naca to the cases, and in the range of cases pray, Imtlnsk:y shows, in the traditional
ai,ftll. The work: can conecdy be called manner of the emperon who ask: fm the
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prayers of the citizens for the welfare of the
state. The quiet and peaceful life which
Paul called for in 1 Tim. 2: 1, 2 wu not far
from the desire of the emperor, even though
he clung to his own god. This brief srudy,
authoritative and amply documentccl, is valuable for one aspect of church-state relations
in the early churcn.
CARL S. MBYBR

a Benedictine monk about 1180, and you'll
recognize the follies of churchmen of all
persuasions in 196S.
Great mysteries oft in simple tales lie hid,
And precious uuth's cheaply garmented.
Whate'er of moral worth a book affords,
Keep it, to teach its lesson by its words.

SBLECI'BD WRITINGS OP RICHARD
ROLLB. Translated by John G. Harrell.
London: SPCK, 1963. Paper. xxiii, 72

LUTHER'S AND ZWINGU'S PROPOSITIONS FOR DBBATB. Edited by Carl s.·
Meyer. Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1963. S9 pages.
Paper. 4.00 Dutch guilders.
·
The teacher of Reformation history will
welcome this handy enchiridion for classroom
purposes. Every srudent can afford to have
his own copy. This is Vol. XXX: of the
publisher's T11:x111s mino,111 in ,1111m 11ud11mie11m. In it the srudent has Luther's famous
Ninety-Five Theses of Oct. 31, lSl 7, and
Zwiqli's Sixty-Seven Articles of Jan. 19,
1S23, in the original version and contemporary uanslations, with a new English
uanslation, inuoduction, and bibliography bi
Carl S. Meyer, professor of church history
at Concordia Seminary, St. Louis. In the
preface Meyer explains how this volume may
be used for a profitable srudy of these important documents. A brief outline of each
is given to orient the st11dent. This, the
author says, should nor, however, take the
place of the srudent's own analysis. The
translations are faithful to the original text
and pleasantly readable. LBwis W. SPITZ

pages. 4/-.

Rolle of Hampole, the 14th-century English hermit-mystic, wrote prose and poetry,
both in (bad) Latin and in (good) Middle
English. Deeply spiritual and devout, Rolle
would lead his readers to a serious contemplation of love to Christ. Harrell's slim volume has an excellent biographical sketch
of the hermit and includes several of his
lyrics. It is a good introduction to one of
the outstanding conuibutors to English
mysticism.
CARL S. MBYBR

CARL S. MBYEll

A AflRROR POR POOLS: THB BOOK OP
BURNBL THB ASS. By Nigel I.angchamp. Translated from the Latin by
J. H. Mozley. South Bend, Ind.: University of Notte Dame Press, 1963. xvi,
143 pages. Paper. $1.9S.
What kind of uininity is this, that theologians are encouraged to read a book about
an ass? Is it a children's book or one for
horse doctors gone wroq? Mayhap it speaks
of clumsiness, ignorance, and srupidity, or
perchance of one who hu made an ass of NICHOLAS OP CUSA AND MBDIBVAL By
POLITICAL THOUGHr.
Paul E.
himself. A conceited dolt or srupid fellow,
Sigmund.
Cambridge,
Mus.:
Harvard
my good man, is well named an UL And
University
Press,
1963.
zii
and
33S
pqes.
Burnet, who wished for a longer tail, wu
Cloth. $6.9S.
conceited.
His folly is detailed in verses that
Sigmund's book acquires added importance
cause laughter and well satirize religious
orders. Burnet represents the monk or cleric from the fact that 1964 marks the sooth
anniversary of the death of the versatile
who would feign be shot."
bishop,Asinine?
friar, abbotRead
big
the excellent ferryman's son whom Cassirer hailed u "the
verse uanslation of this satire written by first great modern thinker." The catholicity
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third, with Christian unity and religion in
New Ensland.
In the present volume the first section bu
as its caption "Martin Luther and the Reformation"; the second section, ''The
Wing
of the Reformation"; the third section, "Religious Struggles After the Reformation."
Of the nine essays in the first section there
are three which will be of special meaning
to the readers of this journel. The very first
essay deals with "The Bible and the Reformation." Bainton does not hesitate to say
that "Luther did take a very lordly attitude
toward Scripture." He says: "Luther actually
came closer to a recognition of diversity and
almost inconsistency in the Bible by his doctrine of levels than did any of his contemporaries." He contrasts Luther's and
Erasmus' attitudes toward the Scriptures, yet
he points out that Luther found Christ in
the Old Testament and steeped himself in
the entire Scriptures. In the second chapter,
"Luther's Struggle for Faith," Bainton deals
with the A.nfochl•ngon in Luther; this chapter can be read together with
chapter
nine,
"Interpretations of the Reformation."
Bainton is concerned in this collection of
essays, too, as he was in his long and fruitful
life of scholarship, with the problems of religious liberty, toleration, and freedom of
conscience. He deals with Luther's attitude
on religious liberty; Cutellio is treated in
several essayL
Bainton's many friends and students of
this period will welcome this collection of
STUDlBS ON THB RBPORMATlON. By essays. The wide range and outstanding
Roland H. Baiaton. Boston: Beacon Press, caliber of Bainton's scholarship is evident in
1963. 289 pages. Ooth. S6.00.
them.
CA1lL S. MBYBR
Scholar and writer, lecturer and teaeber,
Yale's Baiaton bu had a tremendous iaftu- ROGBR A.SCHA.M. By Lawrence V. Ryan.
Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press;
ena: on the development of church history
London: Oxford University Press, 1963.
in this country. His CoU.aH PllfJws ;,.
ix and 352 pages. Ooth. $7.SO.
Cln,rt:h Hislor, are coming out in three
series. The first deals with early and meRoger Ascbazn (1515/1516--1568) WU
dieftl Christianity; the 1CCOnd, the volume for a short time the tutor of Elizabeth I and
under review, with the Reformation; the later Latin secretary of both Mary and Eliza-

of Cusaous' iateresa and speculations is attested by the fact that such diverse persons
u the 16th-century Reformers, cosmologists
like Copcmicus and Kepler, the procqoaists
of the Ealishteameat of the 18th century,
and the Romantia of the 19th have claimed
him u a forerunner. He hu a safe place
in the history of mystical theology, and he
stands as "the creator in both philosophy
and politia of a new synthesis and recombination of traditional elements" (p. vii).
Sipiuad, usociatc professor of politia at
Priacecon, is interested chiefty
Cusanus'
in
political thought, u the tide indicates, but
in grouadias his readers' understanding of
Cusaous u a political theorist, the facts of
his subject's life and work compelled Sigmund to provide what amounts to almost
a "life and times" of Cusanus and therewith
a highly literate Easlish
introduction
to the
totality of Cusaaus' activity that will be of
no less interest to the theologian than to
political historian. A 14-pase selected
bibliography demonstrates Sigmund's mastery
of the Cusanus literature. for our own day not without its parallels to the 15th century,
''when the ancient order, based on the double
authority of Peter and Caesar, wu passing
away" (p. 314) - the story of this great
transitional figure in an age of transition,
who all his life "sousht eo,rcortl,,111ill but
found only coauoversy'' (p. 303), makes
instructive and thousht-provokiag reading.
AllTHUJl CA1lL PIBPKOllN
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beth. His most famous work is To Sehol•m11st•r, a treatise on pedagoB)'. He also wrote
a treatise on archery, Toxophil11s, and A R•porl of Gff11111ny.
Ryan has given us an eminently useful
biography of Ascham. The work places him
in the context of his times. the Reformation
century in England, which wu so strongly
influenced by humanism. Ryan's appreciation
of Ascham's A R eporl to Germ11ny is a note•
worthy contribution. A further investiption
of Ascham's dependence on Philip Melanchthon might reveal one avenue by which the
tc:i.chinss of Wittenberg came into Tudor
England. At least, it would h:ive shown how
one humanist influenced another.
Ryan"s scholarly exposition must be reprded as a valuable contribution to an understanding of the 16th-century scene in
England.
CARL S. MBYBll

BRAS/11US AND CAMBRlDGB: Th• C11mbrid.ge Letters of Br11s1nus. Translated by
D. F. S. Thomson; edited by H. C. Porter.
Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1963. :xi and 233 pages. Cloth. $6.50.
The history of pre-Reformation in England is enriched by the translation of 64
Erasmus letters from the period between
1511 and 1527, most of them from 1511 to
1514. Erasmus in his way belongs to the
reformers, but he is not a reformer. His
Cambridge period is of particular significance, since he readied the first published
edition of the New Testament there. The
introduction to these letters, provided by the
author of Reform11tion 11ntl Re11aion ;,. T•tlor C,r,nbritlge, is particularly valuable for
its wealth of detail The burning of Luther's
books in Cambridge in the spring of 1521
(p. 39) may be difficult to establish. The
one serious drawback to the book is the lack
of an index. For the smdent of Erasmus or
of the English Renaissance or of the English
Reformation this work is of prime importance.
CARL S. MBYD
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THB ANABAPTIST STORY. By William
R. Estep. Nashville, Tenn.: Broadman
Press, 1963. i:x and 238 pages. Cloth.
$4.50.
A. BlBUOGRAPHY OP ANA.BAPTISM,
1'20-1630. Compiled by Hans J. Hillerbrand. Elkhart, Ind.: Institute of Mennonite Studies, 1962. :xvii and 281 pages.
$8.50.
Bainton has spoken of the left wing of
the Reformation; Williams has called it the
Radical Reformation. The Anabaptists and
movements related to Anabaptism have mmmanded increasing attention in the last
decade among historians.
The well-compiled, useful bibliography of
Aoabaptism by Hillerbraod may be had
either in a German or an English edition.
The compiler lists 4,665 items. Dedicated
to the late Harold S. Bender this work is
a fitting tribute to an outstanding scholar of
the Anabaptist movement of the 16th century and a preeminent leader of his group.
Hillerbrand has done a careful work of
scholarship in which he has put every student
of the 16th century in his debt. The compilation was subsidized in part by the Foundation for Reformation Research.
The church historian of Southwestern
Seminary, Estep, has given a very readable
account of the .Anabaptists. His character
sketches and biographies are very useful. The
work does not quite come up to the promise
of the tide of telling the story, that is, it
does not trace movements u carefully u one
might wish. But then it can be argued that
history is only a series of biographies. The
section dealing with the theoloBY of the
Anabaptists is well organized with frequent
references to the writings and actual words
of the .Anabaptists. Estep, however, does Dot
seem to appreciate Luther's point of view
on justification throu&h faith. Speaking of
this doetrine in Luther's theoloBY he ays:
"Howeftf, due to the persistent Roman
Catholic appendages of his theoloB)', he WU
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never able to give this uuth consistent expression" (p.141 ). To say that Cranmer
used "Anabaptist ideas and vocabulary" in his
C.t•ehism of 1548, "obviously seeking to
pinins the Anabaptist car" (p. 203) not
only employs an awkward phraseology but
distmt1 the facts, in that it does not recognize the origins of the work which goes by
this desisnation. To say that Riedemann
"knocked the props from under certain defenders of infant baptism" (p.163) is using
forth a
nontheologial language and
prejudged proposition. Estep points up the
great contributions which the Anabaptists
made toward the coqreg:ational principles
of church government, their view of the
functions of the state and the separation of
church and state, and the dependence of
Separatist movements in England on the
Anabaptists. Those who suffered martyrdom
among the Anabaptists in the 16th century
should be remembered, and the far-reaching
consequences of this and related movements
should be emphasized. Starting with a favorable predisposition, Estep has done both.
CAllL S. MEYER

of anal)•sis. Incidentally, Aventinus was not
a Lutheran. Although only a secondary
figure in the first half of the 16th century,
he holds a well-deserved pl:ace in the history
of history. Strauss gives a balanced treatment,
point of view, but writavoiding the
ing with warmth and understanding from a
thorough acquaintance with his subject.
CAllL S. MBYBll

partisan

IN THB
PACB OF THB WEST WIND. By
setting
Thaddeus F. Gullixsen. Minneapolis:
Augsburg Publishing House, 1963. 104
pages. Paper. $1.95.
Pilgrimages of memory, the author calls
them, u he writes and reflects on the years
lived by a noble breed that faced the challenge of the West winds on the frontier.
He tells of his parents, who went to the Des
Moines River Valley in 1865. With great
restraint but in moving language he writes
about the days when a noble woman, his
mother, of the "sisterhood of the unafraid"
played her part in the struggle for survival.
The winds of the Great Plains told him of
God's goodness and severity. His ministries
in Pierre, S. Oak., Van Metre and Midland
Hln"ORIA.N IN A.N A.GB OP CRISIS: and Philips have their memories too. Many
readers will find bis chapter, 'The Shepherd
THB UPB A.ND WORKJOHANOP
AVBNTINUS, 1477-1534. By of the Range," the 23d Psalm in the setting
NBS
Gerald Strauss. Cambridge, Mus.: Har- of the West, a most delightful and meaningvard University Press, 1963. xi and 296 ful application. And when God's sons "go
west" they carry with them the grand convicpages. Ooth. $6.95.
tion
of this writer that "homecoming is for
Aventinus is an interesting figure. As a
children
who know the Father and the
historian durins the period of the RenaisCAllL S. MEYER
sance and the Reformation, he wu a con- Father's house."
temporary of Luther, Erasmus, and Conrad
Celtes (Konrad Celtis). Aventinus wu a AND ALWAYS TOMORROW. By Sarah
E. Lorenz. New York: Holt, Rinehart and
humanist, whose chief contribution was
Winston, 1963. 250 pages. Ooth. $4.95.
a Bavarian history. The interrelation of hisThis is a first-person account of a mother
tory between the put and the present wu of
impomnce 10 him, aa:ordiq IO his scholarly and father's desperate search for effective
biogmpber. Aventinus was an excellent re- treatment of their son's mental illness. It is
searcher and a man with a conscience. In a story of alternating hope and disappointfind another,
after
that connection Straua's chapter on 'The ment u they tried one therapy after
Historian's Conscience" is a awterful piece only to
that one
another did not
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work. The book is well worth readiq to
give the clergyman an insight into what his
parishioners may be experiencing in their
own fights against mental illness. Of course,
not every case ends as unsuccessfully as this
one; more frequently than ever before the
emotionally ill are being healed.
KENNETH H . BREIMEIBR
PSYCHOANALYSIS AND PArI'H. Edited
by Heinrich Meng and Ernst L Freud,
uaaslated by Erich Mosbacher. New York:
Basic Books, 1963. 152 pages. Cloth.

$4.95.
The volume records the correspondence between Sigmund Freud and a Swiss pastor
who used ps)•choaD:1lys
is
and was a devoted
disciple of Freud. The high point of the
book is the exchange of views following the
publication of Freud's psychoanalytic interpretation of religion, The Pttl11ro of d11
lll11sio11.
KENNfiTH H. BREIMEIER
llflNISTERING TO DEEPLY TROUBU!D
Ernest
E. Bruder. EnslePEOPLE. By
wood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1963.
144 pages. Cloth. $2.95.
This is another in the ambitious series of
books on various aspects of pastoral care,
put out under the general editorship of Russell Dicks. This particular volume deals with
the pastoral care of those who are ill enough
that they ought to have specialized ueaunent;
indeed some of them are under psychiauic
care. The author is a well-known leader in
the clinical training movement and head of
the chaplaincy program at St. Elizabeth's
Hospital at Washington, D. C.
The book is based on articles which have
previously appeared in various journals. The
central thought is that mental illaess is a reli&ious problem and that the mentally ill
can be helped by offering them love and by
overcomias their esuangemeat from others.
Further editias of the articles might have
eliminated .repetitions and produced more of

191

a progression of thought as the chapters move
along. The theology draws heavily on the
existential point of view.
KENNETH H. B,tRJMBIBR
THB RATIONALrrY OP PArrH. By Carl
Michalson. New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1963. 160 pages. Cloth. $3.50.
In an attempt to solve the problem of
faith and reason the author draws a sharp
line of demarcation between nature and history and between historical and scientific
reason. His methodology is reminiscent of
the German distinction between Hislori•,
treating history as a matter of fac:r. and
Gcsehiehtc, treating it in terms of its real
intention. He warns that "Christians who
wish to stress the objectivity of their faith
often allow themselves to be uicked into
expressins it in the categories of His1or;.,
which is really to naturalize history," and
quotins Ernst Klisemann's Bx•1•1iseh• V,rs•ehtt unrl B.sin'1•ngffl he adds: "Even the
Bible is not immune to this suategy" (p.
72). But if we cannot uust the Bible or
are suspicious of its itrategy, whom can we
uust? The pronouncements of the church?
Our reason? Visions and dreams? The distinction between what the author defines as
nature and what he calls history, or the distinction between Hislori• and G11sehieh111,
may eventually compel the believer to iely
on pure subjectivity enthusiasm or
Sehw•rmn•il
I.BWJs W. SPITZ
THB ORIGINS OP INPANT BAPTISM:
A PURTHBR STUDY IN RBPLY TO
KURT ALAND (NOCHMALS: DIB ANPANGB DBR KINDBRTAUPB). BJ
Joachim Jeremias, uaaslated by Dorothea
Banoa. Naperville, Ill: Alec R. Allenson, c. 1963. 91 pqes. Paper. $2.00.
Jeremias' 1•/llfll Bqlis• ifl 1h, Pirn Pa11r
Cnrttlri.s, published in Eoalish in 1961, and
reviewed in this journal, XXXIII ( 1962),
247, drew a reply from Aland, published in
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BOOK llBVIEW

English under the tide Ditl th• '&Fl, Ch•reb age limit in the first two centuries (he ueaa
1962, in which Aland Aland's palmary p100f1 from Aristides'
revived the view that up to A. D. 200 the if.po/011 lS, 6 and the Marcianus inscription
chwch obJerved a baptismal qe limit and of 268 in detail), and rejects the position
did not baptize children who had not that infant baptism is an innovation that
achieved a mature qe. In the first title the appears around A. D. 200 (with some interGerman original referred to Kintl•rt••f•, or esting observations of the way in which
"baptism of children," in the 1CCOod to logom erodo11tli stt1l11i1 lo:e or•11tli operated
Si11g/ingst1111f•• or "baptism of unwcaned in the case of the development of the docchildren." This bu resulted in some con- uine of original sin). Quite apart from ia
fusion in the Eaglish-1pcaking theological significance for rhc polcmia of the two
world. In his rebuttal Jcrcmiu once more evidence
scholars, the final chapter, on 'The Tbcolo&Y
reviews the
and finds himself "conof Baptism," is an excellent attestation of
firmed in [his] conviaion that there is no
the breadth of the New Testament underdefence
for [Aland's] conception" (p. 7).
standing of &prism.
Jeremias amplifies
evidence
the
for the baptism of "houses," finds no evidence for an
ARTI-IUR CARL PJBPKOltN

lupliz•
( l•fnlsl

BOOK NOTES
G•ogrt1pbielll Comp.11ion lo th• Bibh. By been responsible for their produaioa. The
Denis Daly. New York: McGraw-Hill Book "fragments hypothesis" is not any more
Company, 1963. Cloth. 196 pages. $S.9S. "guesswork" (p. 29) than this thcoriziag
Putors and Sunday school teachers will find about an "amanuensis." Nor are we in a posithat this description of the physical ex>nfines tion ro psychoanalyze II Christian of the fine
of Israel combines knowlcdgc with simplicity or 1CCOnd century. Otherwise Kelly builds
of czpreuion. The reader is not hothcrecl a persuasive cue for Pauline authorship. His
with
of obscure places which play discussion of difficulties in the commeatarJ
discussions
no significant role in the Biblical narrative. proper reflects a broad acquaiataaee with
The .result is a picture of the land which critical treatments and an honest grappliag
shaped the habits and the thouahts of God's with the problems of the teXt. Of special
ancient people, a picture in some rapecq interest is the adoption of David Daubc'1
clearer than one's own impressions might inscaious solution for the problem raised
be from a brief tour of the Holy Land.
by 1 Tim. 4: 14. Timothy, it is concluded,
A. Comm.,,,,-,, o• th• P1111or,d Bpu1hs, received an "elder-ordination," that is, an
l Timo1b1, 11 Timo1b1, Til11s. By J. N. D. ordination to the office of elder.
Kelly. New York: Harper and Row, 1963.
Not so fortunate, to our mind, is the adopvii, 264 pases. Cloth. $S.00. This mmmen- tion of Ambrosiurer'1 interpretation of 2
tary is hued oa the position that the Pucorals Tim. 2:6 u aa usurance that Timothy ii
stem from Paul through the pen of an aman- entitled ro material support. Such an iaterpreuensis who bad a considerably free hand ia tatioa violates the
su,uesa that
their production. The suggatlon, howetcr, Timothy must czpea to receive the first share
that this amanuensis must have been in cbe of suffering. The words ia verse 7 are aot
toUch with the apostle in view of the frequent otiose if this is the meaning. for that would
rem.iaisceoces of other Pauline learn is pwe demand special pondering. But such lapses
specu]atioa. He misht well have ttiecl co are rare. Oa the whole this is the best of
preserve IOIDC of Paul's nyle ia his owa ese- recent commentaries based on the pmnile
cutioa of the usigameat. But if this is true. of Pauline authorship.
a writer many years after Paul might hm:
fRBDBRIO:: W. 0.ANKD
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A book to encourage laymen and pastors to reclaim
worship forms bearing the full weight of Reformation
theology and the faith of the universal church.

•
CEREMONY
AND

CELEBRATION
An Evangelical Guide for Christian Practice in Corporate Worship
BY PAUL R. D. LANG

Ceremony and Celebration will help pastors and laymen who do not have ac:cess to
the sources but want to learn the procedures associated with the ceremonies of Lutheran
worship. What the author SUJSC:Sts are worship forms grounded in the Lutheran symbols.
You will not be judged by this book, but encouraged by the rich forms your own heritage
contains.

Christian concepts of wonblp, liturgy, and ceremonials
according to the Lutheran tradition
Chapter
IL

DeftnitJon of Utuqy
D.
Ritual and Ceremonial
llI.
Lutheran Position on Ceremonial
IlV. &. V. The Altar and Its Ornaments
VI.
The Clurch Building
vu.
Sacred Vesscla and Vestments
Use of Candlca and Lamps
vm.
IX.
General Rules of Ceremony
Prlnciplca of Uturgical Music
X.
Ceremonial of the Order of the
XI.
Holy Communion - Part L
Ocncral

Clapter
XII.

XIII.
XIV.

xv.

TIie
Part U. Celcbrant'a, Dcaccm'a, Layman's Parts
CercmoniCI of Matfm and Ve■pa'I
Ceremonica of Holy Baptism. Con-

firmation. Rcc:cptioa of Convcrta, and Prmte Coa!N•J! m
and Absolution
Ceremonies of the Order of Marriqe. (lwfin•rion, 'IIICI Burial

XVI-

xvm.

. XIX.
Index

Ceremonlea of Cburch Year
Color Use of the Lutheran Utaqy

Ceremony and Cekbratlon does not argue ceremony but gives you specific help in
carrying out the rites and ceremonies without which you cannot get along. Ill strongest
case for xeexarnio~ your practice is tho phrase Lu orandl la cndNu/J- "As we worsllip so we believe.' Why shouldn't you take a look at Ceremony and Cekbratlon fm tho
good of your church?
Order No. 15UU10, 6x9, 14.'5
Specify baCh ........ - - ......,_
Ca a4 dllllp ..... Wll,a•I
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WDRLD MIBSIDNS ..•
where we've been and where we've got to be

2 books that ask Missouri Synod Lutherans,
What is your church's mission?
•undff th com,-11/ng ul'll•ncr ol fh• pN••nt a/fuftlon and with th• nR8Cflon
flMt flffl8 mar h running out on ua lor doing ml••lon work, our b•lo""d
r,nod a..d• to d•nlop • n•w appro111:h to fh• ,inti,. que:iflon ol worldwld8
,,.,...,,,__ .•• W• muat
loNlgn ml..,,,n• from being th l•at lrln,.
. , flM nrr •nd ol our llt:thtlfr. -

••11•

Mission in the Making

Two Worlds or None

F.0-,l.wtJn,

WIIIIMn J. 0.11hr

Outstanding as one of the first major attempts to write the history of the Missouri
Synod according to standards of historiography.

From a tour of Asian missions. a veteran
missionary paints a stark, compelling portrait of new ways of Gospel proclamation so
necessary in this most exciting period of the
Christian mission since the days of the
apostles.

What does your church•s past say to you
and your people about your present mission 1
The author answers:
•H1ata,y I• mNnt to le•d Chmtl•n• to repent-

ance end hope ,ather then nlf-•etWet:tion

From the Foreword by R. Pierce Beaver,
renowned Chicago U. Missiologist
..Profeuor William J. Danker In thl• boolc conduct• u• on a guided tour on the front/en al
mlulon In A•la end glvH u• e flmhend Introduction to the many varying •itu•tlOM end
problem. now chellenglng the church al Chrat
In thla time of revolutionary
• ch•nt1•• •• H•
book a written primarily .. e ch•llenge to The
Luthe,an Church-Mlaaourl Synod to renewed
end greater obedience In th• mlnl•trf al recon•
c/1/atlon eddrea•ed to th• totellty al humen
e"1•tence. ... Rnd.,. will dl•cover that Iha
/uue• end prob/ema In th• procl•metlon end
demoMtratlon of th• Ga.pel end Chmt/en faith
In Mle have their pe,a//e,. In th• UnltMI Statu.
Every local congregetlon ,. todey e ,,,,,,,,,,_
pm In e world mlulon...

e•

thq fflllect upon theirput. The tN•on for looking bade ow, th• mlalonery entarprae al
Mlaourl Synod Lutheran. a nehher to 11101/fy

nor to debunk. Rether, It ,. to und.,.,.nd It.•

A responsible interpretation that calls you
to think through the performance of your
church body on the basis of Scripture and
the Confealons and ask.

WV.... do we go from hare?
Price t7.&0 Cloth Order No.16U1899

I

I

J

I

Price $4.50 Ooth Order No. 15U190CI

PU■Ll■HING HOU■■
8AUl1' LOUl■o Ml■■oUIU ■al I ■
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